KEEP YOUR GREENS AND FAIRWAYS IN PERFECT TRIM

It’s easy when you have a Peerless Grinder for fast, low-cost sharpening of all types of hand or power mowers. This simple-to-operate, accurate grinder will not only enable you to take better care of your course in less time, but will also add to the life of your mowing units by keeping them in A-1 cutting condition for the duration. WRITE FOR DETAILS TODAY.

The Fate-Root-Heath Co.
403 Bell St., Plymouth, O.

PEERLESS GRINDERS
MADE BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF SILVER KING TRACTORS

Yes!

TUFHORSE deliveries are being made......and

RIGHT WHERE EVERY PRO IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THEM TO GO—TO THE ARMY and NAVY

We regret that we are unable to do any repair work or supply any golf products of any kind in the near future.

In the meanwhile, we hope the TUFHORSE golf accessories you sold your players will see them through to the happier days to come.

DES MOINES GLOVE & MFG. CO.
DES MOINES, IOWA

accident. It quoted Patty in defining golf’s important job in relaxing nerves drawn taut by war-time strain. Patty gave a partial list of the leading men and women golfers who are in uniform or otherwise directly engaged in war work.

Fort Wayne (Ind.) CC in gearing its program to war activities also has increased its notable publicity record. The club recently booked Henry C. Cassidy, chief of the Associated Press Moscow bureau, as a lecturer. Front page of a Fort Wayne Sunday Journal-Gazette featured a Cassidy interview and strongly advertised the country club lecture. Carl Suedhoff, Fort Wayne CC genl. mgr., is a former advertising agency man who knows how to get the club into the papers.

Golf Would Like a Break on Nitrogen for Greens

GOLF course maintenance officials are trying to figure out the reasoning behind the reported details of the allocation of mineral nitrogen for specialty fertilizers that is to become effective July 1.

The golf people concede eagerly that first call for mineral nitrogen fertilizers should be for agricultural and airport turf. The annual volume of nitrogen used in specialty fertilizers is a nominal portion of the more than 515,000 tons annual supply. Golf course requirements would account for about 750 tons of the specialty fertilizer.

The proposal being made is that manufacturers of specialty fertilizers be granted 50% of the nitrogen and 50% of the potash they used in a recent average year, and that this nitrogen and potash be used in manufacture of one grade of specialty fertilizer to contain not less than 16% plant food.

Under such an order manufacturers would try to stretch nitrogen and potash by using increased amounts of phosphorous. Therefore the specialty formula would be a 4-10-4 or a 4-12-4—not suitable for golf course work.

Quick and effective action by golf interests will be necessary to get a ruling allowing adequate amounts of fertilizer of the proper composition to maintain greens. The courses are not asking for a break on fairway fertilizer but do think that sound